NOTES:

1. THIS INSTALLATION GUIDE IS INTENDED FOR AGRICULTURAL APPLICATIONS ONLY. THIS SHALL NOT BE USED FOR APPLICATIONS WHERE THE CATCH BASIN WILL BE SUBJECTED TO LIVE LOADS OR WHERE SOIL SETTLEMENT IS OF CONCERN. FOR ANY QUESTIONS, CONTACT YOUR LOCAL PRINSO REPRESENTATIVE.

2. COMPACTION OF THE SOIL UNDER THE STUB CONNECTION IS CRITICAL FOR STUB SUPPORT AND FOR LONG TERM PERFORMANCE.

3. INSTALLATION OF THIS PRODUCT MUST BE SECURELY ENCLOSED WITH A LOCKING LID. OPEN OR UNSECURED PRODUCT CREATES A RISK OF SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH. LIDS ARE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST.

DESCRIPTION | NUMBER
---|---
48" X 13' CATCH BASIN W/ 18" STUB AND WELDED BOTTOM | CBCMPL481318
48" DIA 1' VERTICAL EXTENSION | CBCMPL48112
48" DIA 2' VERTICAL EXTENSION | CBCMPL48212
48" DIA 3' VERTICAL EXTENSION | CBCMPL48312
48" DIA GALVANIZED SINGLE OUTLET LID W/ STAND | CBCMPLP48
48" DIA GALVANIZED DUAL OUTLET LID W/ STAND | CBCMPLD48